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MGO Combines with New York Firm
Nussbaum Berg Klein & Wolpow CPAs
As part of the deal, Nussbaum’s 73 team members, including all 11 partners, will join
Los Angeles-based MGO.

Jason Bramwell •  Aug. 17, 2022

Los Angeles-based MGO, a top 100 accounting �rm in the U.S. based on revenue,
announced earlier this month that it has merged in Nussbaum, Berg, Klein &
Wolpow, a CPA �rm in Long Island, NY.

As part of the deal, Nussbaum’s 73 team members, including all 11 partners, will join
MGO.

“Nussbaum has a rich history in New York and is known for its deep commitment to
client service. We’re thrilled to bring their team into the MGO fold,” Kevin O’Connell,
CEO and managing partner at MGO, said in a written statement. “The East Coast’s
concentration of wealth and emerging cannabis markets give us an opportunity to
continue building value and establishing best practices through our private client
services group, cannabis practice, and other industry initiatives.”

Founded in 1990, Nussbaum serves middle-market businesses and high-net-worth
individuals on the East Coast, offering a range of accounting, auditing, tax, and
business advisory services for closely held entrepreneurial businesses and public
companies. 
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“This is a unique opportunity to enhance the services and client experience
Nussbaum is known for by leveraging MGO’s size and international footprint,” Steve
Wolpow, managing partner of Nussbaum who joins MGO as the of�ce managing
partner of the Long Island of�ce, said in a written statement. “This is a momentous
step for both our clients and our professionals, and we are excited about the future as
part of MGO.”

The new MGO staff and partners will continue to work out of Nussbaum’s
headquarters in Melville, NY.

MGO now has 14 U.S. of�ces in four states. The �rm was No. 57 in INSIDE Public
Accounting’s 2022 top 100 �rms ranking, bringing in nearly $98.1 million in revenue
during its most recent �scal year.
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